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OFFICIAL
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1910

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
VIEW ART EXHIBIT.

NEWS

THE POLITffiAL

Old Palace is Mecca of Lovers of New

IT

Mexico and Mission Pictures
Grand Canon Masterpiece.

L

FRAY 15

The art exhibition at the Old Palace
today as well as yesterday drew nun-- ;
dreds jt lovers of pictures and these
art lovers did not rush in and walk
Machines
right out again as some of the tourists
of Europe "doing"' the Pitti and other
ARRESTS BY MOUNTED POLICE galleries, but they tarried long and
It
lovingly enjoying the paintings.
was an artistic "meal," served "table
Territorial Engineer V. L. Sulli- d'hote," and W. E. Rollins, was in a
way the host, though the ladies of
van Has Left on Good
the city served the refreshments
Roads Trip.
which made the affair all the more ap-- !

Auto Owners Who Want
Secretary to Find Stolen

1
Hi

W. COOLEY,

111

1

Ac-venti-

IHTHE MIH0RITV;6B.00O.O0O

FEET OF TIMBER

j

j

I

MinHull, Reservation
Congressman
Is
ing Camp of Fluorine Is Mata Stand Patter, Snowed
Under.
erially Affected.

Veteran

petizing.

It is not exactly an exhibit of very
Washington, D. C, June 8. Sixty
German, Milwaukee, June 8 For the
valuable paintings, for some of them first time in six years, the Republi- million feet of merchantable timber
are quite reasonable in price and have cans of Wisconsin met in state con- - have been added to the Datil national
been marked "sold." Xor is the ex- - vention here this afternoon for the 'forest in New Mexico and nearly
of ascertaining the general 000 acres of land will be thrown open
hi bit one showing Mr. Rollins' masterpieces in the studies of Indian life, party sentiment toward the national to settlement by a proclamation
and to consider the ad-- j sued by President Taft today,
studies in which he has excelled.
It reclassifies that forest and adds
There are only two or three Indian visability of recommending candidates
and they are not his greatest for state offices to be voted for at) more than ISS.om) acres of wooded
pictures
has been receiving many requests works.
ttie September
primary election, lands to the national forest domain.
But the exhibit is interesting be- Among the thousand delegates are a The mining camp of Fluorine in the
lately for assistance to locate automo!
biles that have been stolen. The lat- - cause of the scenes in New Mexico number of former followers of Sena-- forest is now classified in homestead
are
tor
but
the
LaFollette,
lands. AH lands restored
will be
majority
est. makes of buzz wagons to be miss' and in California; scenes familiar to
of the stalwart wing of the thrown open to settlement by the sec- adherents
almost
has
viewed
who
the
was
stolen
everyone
ing are a Speedwell which
party.
iretary of the interior later.
at Bridgeport, Conn., and hardly could score or more pictures displayed.
in
Best
Iowa.
of
it
Have
Canon.
Grand
a
Progressive
have strayed so far west, and
Des Moines, June 8. While returns GOBBLED UP NEW
To the writer the finest picture seen
Cadillac.
MEXICO COMPANIES
from yesterday's primaries are still
a
is
Canon.
is
It
Grand
of
that
the
Arrest by Mounted Police.
miniature of the great picture Mr. Rol- far from complete, the nomination of
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier lins
and Seven Million Dollar Corporation In
painted of this, nature's own mas- Carrol "standpat" Republican,
yesterday arrested Donaciano
terpiece and on which he spent a year Porter, a Democrat, seems certain.
corporated to Take Up Electric
at Chamita for attempting in preparation and many months in Eight Progressives and three StandPower and Traction
ul actual execution
criminal assauiL upon me uuBu
The Grand Canon patters were nominated for Congress.
Pedro Salazar. Domingues was given miniature shows the center o the Congressman Hull, one of the veteran
.
TI
J
a. hearing before Justice of the Peace
great picture and the Temple of Isis
Denver, June 8. A seven million
Pedro Pacheco who reserved his de- - Js conspicuous ag are the two Indians reateu iorrenonnnauonintneseventn!doIlar
&
Q( ira
cisi0Dviewing the canon in al its glory be- - district by Judge Prouty by 1.100
New
anies in Coloraao
r
On Good Roads Trip.
fore the time of Coronado. Mr. Rol- - votes In the n.u h district, however, Mexico alld Wyominft
was C0I,
n
SalJudge Wa ter smith Standpatter, was summater in this city today, ac
lins
L.
Territorial Engineer Vernon
explained that in painting the
by 2 000 over Attorney
left yesterday for Carlsbad from ture he had the legend of the Hopis in
Fedem
Genera!
Byers.
Indians
that
to
is
road
the
mind.
This legion
where he will investigate the
Light and Traction Company of New
Both Sides Still Claiming.
) York
he Plains country east of the lower ancestors formerly lived underground,
will take over the United States
Des Moines, June 8. The Republi-- ; Ligllt and Traction Company of this
Pecos valley. It is understood that but one fine day decided that crops
the road is in good condition except could be raised better above the earth can nomination for governor is thisicity. the Grays Harbor Railway and
and following the growth of a tree afternoon claimed by both the Stal-- 1 Lll,ht Company of Oregon; the Sheri- for five or six miles of sand.
which broke the roof of their habita-- warts and Progressives by 10,000. The;dan (Wyo) EIectric
and Power
Education.
Meaetina of Board of
tirn ani mionpH a wav in the freedom result apparently is very close. Un- - Company. the Rawlins (Wyo.) Elec- i lie LClllLuiiat uuaiu
above, the subterranean dwellers fin questionably Garst, the Progressive tric Light anfl Fuel Com))any. the
will meet In this city on Friday of this
ally came in view of the Grand Canon. Lauuiutue, iirtf gauieu tuusiuti aui) lontrose (Colo ) Electric Light and
week.
We see the Indian gazing with all in- 1 ' .
Power Company the Hobart (Okla.)
7,
.tr
,
V
ill. Fifty-siAnother Candidate for Judgeship.
tensity into the ten miles of atmosEectric Ught and Power Company
.
give Garst the Albuquerque Electric Power Com
The Clovis Bar Association has en- phere around this massive rock which counties out of ninety-ninedorsed Judge W. A. Havener of Clovis, is called the temple and in which he 14.930 against 11,006 for Carroll. Two!jpany; the Albuquerque Gas, Electric
for associate justice of the New Mex- - believed dwelt the great spirits. All years ago these counties gave Garst! Light and Power Company; the Las
1
ico supreme court, to succeed Judge around are the waves of colors and 7.051, Carroll 16,394. At o'clock the j Vegas Light and Power Company; the
and
and
Leader,
Register
Progressives :Las Vegas Transit Company; the Tuc-iso- n
which
other
The
over
the land
A. W. Cooley, resigned.
lights, sweeping
candidates are District Attorney E. R. the simple Indian finds is indeed the declare that Garst's nomination is a
Gas, Electric Light and Power
and the Tucson Rapid Jran- Wright of Santa Rosa, and Attorney Land of the Sun. The opalescent ef- nor the
admit
Daily Capital. Stalwart,
fects so enjoyed by visitors to the
The United
Ralph C. Ely of Deming.
Company.
defeat.
Grand Canon are caught by the artist Ca
Postmasters' Salaries Increased.
Company has been gathering the
Are
jubilant.
Standpatters
a bewitching
Wnchins-tnotners lnto a combination for several
Tnnp 8. The nOStmas- - and give the picture
Washington, June 8.-- The
reported
was
ter general has just announced that Pwer that is rare to find.
of tflie Standpat nominee for .months and the Federal company
victory
The Eucalyptus,
on the first of July sixteen New Mexi- tmvernnr in the Rennhlican nrimaries organized to make the merger cornNais
From the Grand Canon one turns to in Iowa and of two of the
It
that
the
co postoffices will receive automatic
plete.
reported
regular Reincreases in salaries. At the same a picture of delicacy and grace. It is publican candidates
for Congress, tional City bank of New York is heav
Calitime, five postmasters' salaries will be called the Eucalyptus and is a
Walter Smith and C. A. Kennedy, ily interested in the project.
cut down. Postmasters at the follow- - fornia scene. There is the bit of old against whom the insurgents under
as wall near the San Gabriel mission and the leadership of Senator Cummins BRILLIANT INTERNATIONAL
ing citeis will receive increases
WEDDING IN LONDON.
the picture proved so attractive to a made the strongest fight, caused jubi- follows :
Santa Fean that it was purchased. In lation in the camp of the organization
Artesia from $1,700 to $1,900.
n
the center of the room stands the of Republicans at the capital today, First of Three
MarAztec from $1,100 to $1,200.
head of an old Polish model. This pic-- i j Mr. Smith is a member of the rules
Cimarron $1,100 to $1,300.
to
Be
This
Celebrated
riages
ture is considered rich in color and at- committee of the House and one ot j
Month.
Clayton $1,600 to $1,700.
tractive because of the character dis- -' Speaker Cannon's staunchest support-Clovis $1,800 to $2,300.
Dawson $1,500 to $1,600.
played. There are several small pic-- ! ers. The defeat of Congressman Hull
8. Marriage of Vistures of New Mexico scenes including in the seventh district means that London, June
Famington $1,300 to $1,400.
son of the Earl of
count
Madstone,
In
these tlhere will be a new chairman of the
j the
pueblo.
Laguna
Gallup, $1,600 to $1,700.
and Miss
and
Winchelsea
Nottingham,
a
has
worked
Rollins
Las Cruces $1,900 to $2,100.
;Mr.
House committee on military affairs in
daughDrexel,
Margaretta
Armstrong
shad-!
cloud
and
to
$1,300.
is
the
$1,100
next
light
The
seventh
rolling
the
Lordsburg
peculiar
Congress.
of
is
first
the
ter
of
Drexel,
Anthony
a
to
is
best appreciated
ow effect which
$1,100.
Magdalena, $1,000
home district of Senator Cummins.
weddings to
Mesilla Park $1,600 to $1,700.
Hull has been twenty years in Con- three
take place in London this month and
Eight.- Roswell $2,600 to $2,700.
(Continued on Pa
gress.
was celebrated this afternoon at St.
Silver. City $2,100 to $2,200.
Satisfied.
Insurgents
Westminister. But for the
Socorro $1,400 to $1,500.
Washington,, June 8. It was Judge Margaret's
Taos $1,000 to $1,100.
over death of the king, placing many peoSmith's personal popularity
that
..
,
nlo in mnnrninpr
thie wrmlH have heen
The salary of the postmaster at
came his record on tne House ruies
social events of the
one of
Santa Fe remains at $2,500 a year and
fight!" was the insurgent view in the season- the hlS
Tne bride wore a Sown of
j
at Albuquerque $3,000 a year.
Iowa fight as voiced by Representa- Offices at which salaries will be de-- J
live Murdock of Kansas. "The insurg- - soft cream satin, with a long court
creased are:
ents scored a net gain of two in the fain of white and gold brocade, while
j
'
lace on her
to
$1,800.
Alamogordo $1,900
primaries," contended Mr. Murdock, her lace vein and the
Nara Visa $1,300 to $1,100.
"and the results bespeak the progress gown were tnose worn oy ner momer,
Pumpkin Vine Withered by of insurgents."
grandmother and great aunt at their
'Portales $1,800 to $1,700.
San Marcial $1,100 to $1,000.
weddings.
Carroll's Election Claimed.
Shadow of Indian Giil
Texico $1,500 to $1,400.
Des Moines, June 8. C. C Xye.
The office at Vaughn, which is now
Falling on It
Carroll's political manager, this af- GRANT BROS. CONSTRUCTION
fci the fourth
ternoon claimed Carroll's nomination
class, will be elevated to
CO. FINED $45,000.
the presidential class on the first of
by 10, 000. Carroll's average loss com-- ;
the month and the salary of the post- PROVED HER TO BE WITCH pared to two years ago, is 110 votes
Found Guilty in Arizona of Importing
master made $1,300 a year.
to each county, on which base Nye
Labor From Mexico Under ConThe salaries of sixteen postmasters
claims Carroll's nomination.
tract to Work on Railroads.
in Arizona will also be raised as 'fol- Sixteen Year Old Mamie Holmes Both Stalwart and Insurgent Defeated
lows:
Sioux Falls, S. D., June 8. Late re-- j
Escapes Torture and Death
Tucson, Ariz., June 8. Grant BrothClifton from $2,000 to $2,100.
ports indicate that George W. Egan,
ers
Flight.
Construction Company was con
by
Douglas $2,500 to $2,600.
independent Republican candidate for
victed in federal court today on 45
Ves-Sawon
Flagstaff $1,800 to $1,900.
over
Governor
has
governor,
Globe $2,600 to $2,700.
Bernardino, Cal., June 8. Driv-- j sey, Progressive, and S. H. Elrod. counts, charging importation of alien
labor
the United States from MexGrand Canyon $1,200 to $1, 400.
en by fear of death at tihe hands of stalwart.
Egan's supporters claim ico into
worfc in Arizona and
railroad
for
believe
Jerome $1,700 to $1,800. .
members
her
his
whose
nomination by 3,000 to 5,000 phir-ther tribe,
'sentenced to pay fines aggregating
be a witch, Mamie Holmes, an In- - ality.
Kingman $1,500 to $1,600.
$45,000. Notice of an appeal was giv-Mesa, $1,700 to $1,800.
'dian girl sixteen years old, has walk-je- d
Organization Surprised.
Metcalf $1,100 to $1,200.
Sioux Falls, June 8. The Progres- en.
more than a hundred miles from
'
Phoenix $3,100 to $3,200.
the Tochilla reservation to the Santa sives say that they are confident that!
Silver Bell $1,100 to $1,200.
Manuel reservation near Highland. they have nominated the remainder ITALY HAS CALMED
DOWN AGAIN.
She was found by officers of the
of the state ticket, and their two can-- j
Tempe fL700 to $1,800.
Tucson $2,900 to $3,000.
as she was about to redeem didates for Congress.
The Stalwarts!
Wilcox $1,400 to $1,500.
herself from "wifehood" by bathing on the other hand claim that their Believed That Worst is Over in the
Williams $1,600 to $1,700.
in the waters of the Arrow Head river. candidates, Congressman Martin and
Earthquake Stricken Region
Winslow $1,700 to $1,800.
''The girl was taken in charge by In- - j Burke have been renominated The!
Slight Shocks During Night.
Courtland and Keivm, two fourth dian Agent Boyce, who says he learn-- , Congressional situation will not be
c!ass offices" in Arizona, are to be ele- - ed several days ago of preparations cleared up until complete returns are
Naples, June 8. A series of slight
vated to the presidential class. The to "torture or kill her." She was sent ' received. Egan surprised the Pro- - shocks was felt during the night at
salary of the postmaster of the .for- - to the government school at Phoenix, gressives and Stalwarts alike by his points in southern Italy. Today how-me- r
will hereafter be $1,500 a year, Ariz. Sufficient proof to the Indians vote.
ever, the people throughout the region
that the girl was a witch were the
while the latter will receive $1,100.
Jacksonville, Fla., June 8. Returns severely shaken yesterday are calmer
The president sent to the Senate to- - facts that several on the reservation indicate that Broward has gained in in the belief that the worst is over,
day the following postmaster nomina- - were taken ill, that a pumpkin vine the Democratic senatorial primary American Ambassador Leishman
had withered after the girl's shadow over Senator Talliaferro, compared ited the American cruiser New York
John M. Wiley at Silver City, N. M., had fal!en on it, and t!hat a dog chain- - with the first primary. His followers in the harbor today. If necessity aris-an- d
Eva M. Marshall, at Flagstaff, ed in front of a patient's shack would claim victory by 2,000. The Talliafer- - es the cruiser will contribute to the
howl all night.
Ariz.
work of relief for the quake sufferers.
ro faction also claims victory.
Mills today appointed
Governor
Frank B. Coe, of Glencoe, Lincoln
Colcounty, and T. B. Lyon, of Raton,
fax county, notaries public.
Wants Secretary to Locate Stolen Machines.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
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LA FOLLETTE

CEIML

W.
Donver, Colo., June 8. A.
Foreclosure Suit Filed Today
Cooley, aged 41 years, an advertising
man was found dead in his room in the
in District Court by
Palms hotel. Heart disease is beilev-eJudge Mann
to have caused his death. Cooley is
survived by his wife and one son.
He was a native of Springfield,
PITTSBURG TRUST GO.
Mass., and had been employed by the FOR
New York Herald and other Eastern
Several years ago his
newspapers.
health began to fail and he came to Extension to Roswell, Hagan
Denver. It was thought he had reand Albuquerque Will Progained his health until a few months
bably Be Built.
ago. when heart trouble again attacked him. Sunday Cooley was extremely
Judge Edward A. Mann today tiled
weak, and did not answer when called
was
he
in
the district court for Santa Fe
morning.
yesterday
Thinking
sleeping, the landlady, Mrs. H. B. county a complaint by the Pittsburg
Tudor, left. She returned later in the
Trust Company against the New Mexday and when she received no response to her knocking, she unlocked ico Central Railroad Company, South
the door and found the man lying Side Trust Company of Pittsburg,
across a chair dead.
Charles C. Murray, receiver, II. S. Fn- Coroner McGovern intends to make
P. Archibeque, A. J. Apodaca, An
an investigation, as it is thought that iday,
Sutin a fit of depression Cooley might dres Vigil, Alberto Vigil, W. II.
B.
B.
B.
Shreves,
ton,
O'Laughlin. R.
have committed suicide.
K. Durkan, K. Evers, L. M. Way, B. H.
MINER KILLS HIMSELF
Calkins, W. V. Richardson, Epimenio
IN COLORADO
SALOON.
V. Garcia, Prudencia Garcia, V.
B. V. Emerick, W. II. H. Thomas,
Was Lovelorn About a Fickle Lass
i E.
R. Reel, P. Doddridge, A. Butter- and Vainly Sought Solace in
worth and Felipe Garcia, to foreclose
Strong Drink.
Ouray, Colo. June S. Love for a the deed of trust made to secure an isgirl, whom he addressed in a farewell sue of $2,000,000 in bonds, by the
note as 'Pearl'-- ' prompted Frank Rob- Santa Fe Central Railway Company.
erts, a miner, 24 years o'd. to swallow The bill of complaint alleges that the
a large quantity of potassium perman-gate- . defendants defaulted the interest on
He is dying at the local hospi- these bonds; that the New Mexico
tal. After ordering a drink in a local Central Railroad Company is wholly
saloon, he stepped to the middle of insolvent; that it is indebted upon
the floor, and drawing a photograph promissory notes and upon audited
from his pocket exclaimed: "Here's vouchers the sum of $170,000; that
to you, ray Pearl, the sweetest girl various mechanics' liens have been
in the world; may you find the happi-- j filed ; that interest on the bonds has
ness in life with another that you not been paid for more than two
would not share with me. Good-bye.- "
j
years; that the other defendants than
The lovelorn miner pressed his Hps the railroad company, receiver, etc.,
to the picture and, pouring the con-- claim to have judgments or Hens
tents of a vial into his glass of liquor, against the defendant Santa Fe Cen-d- i
ank it. He then turned and started jtral Railway and New Mexico Central
to walk out, but collapsed
before . Railroad compaines.
reaching the door.
The complaint therefore asks that
j its
mortgage be decreed a lien upon
WOl'LD PROHIBIT
an property of the defendant railway
GAME OF BRIDGE WHIST, j an(j railroad companies; that in case
'
(of default the property be sold in its
Louisiana Legislator
Rather j entirety under decree of the court;
Has
Shopworn Idea About Playing
jthat a receiver be appointed during
Cards.
the pendency of the suit; that a writ
Baton Rouge, La., June 8. Repre- - cf injunction be issued to restrain the
sentative Derouen has given notice of defendant, railroad company, its ot-- a
bill in the lower house for the "ab- - fjcprs, directors, agents and all other
solute suppression of the playing of persons from interfering with, trans-bridg- e
whist. "I am introducing this ferring, selling and disposing of any
measure." said Mr. Derouen, "for the of tho nronertv of the defendant: ana
benefit of the children of my state who praying for such other relief as the
rarely have an opportunity to know case may demand.
It is
their bridge playing mothers.
It is rumored here that this forealso for the benefit of husbands who closure suit is the
preliminary for
hardly have a speaking acquaintance closing negotiations for the purchase
with their bridge playing wives."
of the New Mexico Central Railroad
Company, including the Albuquerque
DOCTOR COOK SUES
and Eastern and other subsidiary
EXPLORER ROBT. PEARY. properties; that the probable purchaser proposes to construct immeBerlin, .June 8. According to the diately upon taking possession, the
Lokal Anzeiger, Frederick Cook, Arc- planned extension from Torrance to
tic explorer, has instituted a suit in: Roswell, from Moriarty to the Hagan
the Berlin courts against Commander ' coal fields and to Albuquerque. If this
Robert E. Peary. The papr says rumor is correct, then this action is
that Cook seeks to recover $10,000 of the greatest consequence not only
which he alleged is due him in pay- to Santa Fe but to all of New Mexico.
ment for bear skins and other po!ar
to Commander TWO CABJNET OFFICERS
delivered
products
Peary.
AT ROOSEVELT RECEPTION.

on

j
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- SALE OF

Native of Massachusetts He Moved to
Denver for His Health and Succumbs to Attack of Heart
Disease.

FOREST

Republican Con-- One Hundred Thousand
Is Controlled by
res Will Be Thrown Open
the Stalwarts
to Settlement

Wisconsin

TRAVELING
MAN FOUND DEA

CHANGE IN

NO 68
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BREWERS ARE
CHEERFUL HOW
Pretend to BelieveThat Wave
of Prohibition Has Begun
to Recede

President Taft Will Also Send Personal Letter of Welcome With
His Military Aide.

Washington, June 8. President
Taft today asked Secretary of the
Navy Meyer and Secretary of Agricu-

lture Wilson, both of whom were in
the Roosevelt cabinet to go to New
York on June 18 to meet Colonel
Roosevelt on his return from Africa.
Tne President will also send a letter
to Colonel Roosevelt by Captain
leaving Mr. Rollins will take
with Qiim a small idol formerly owned
by Charles Haspelmath and presented
to him by a Santa Fean.
Arch-Whe-

CONDEMN THE SODA FOUNTAIN

Declare That They Are the Only
Simon Pure Advocates of

Real Temperane.
D. C, June 8. "If
Washington,
beer pumps were compared with the
average soda fountain," said Carl J.
Hoster, president of the United States
Brewers' Association, in opening the
fiftieth convention of that body today,
"it would be seen that the beer pump
is in a hygienic class by itself." Mr.
Hoster declared that he was far from
apologizing for being a brewer. He
recognized in every one a logical promoter of true temperance. He predicted the speedy return to license of
those states which had adopted prohibition or local' option. The vigilance
committee, which reported today, be-- j
lieves that the year just ended marked the height and the beginning of the
recession of the wave of prohibtion.
Strong argument for the restoration of
the army canteen was made in a report of the publication committee.

n

IMPORTATIONS
FROM NEIGHBORING REPUBLIC

BIG CATTLE

El Paso, Texas, June 8. During the
three months ended May 31, as given
out by the collector of customs, there

were 88,713 head of livestock imported into this country from Mexico
through the border pons, the duty
in
on which amounted to $350,000
round numbers. This is an extraordinary increase, and is due to the
eradication in northern Mexico of the
tick.
INDIANS MUST PAY
TAXES IN OKLAHOMA.

Guthrie, Okla., June 8. According
to a decision of Judge Joel M. Sandlin
of the superior court all original
Chickasaw
and
Choctaw allottees
must pay taxes' to the state the same
as any other citizen. This ruling will
affect approximately 9,000 Indian land
owners and means the validation ol
the tax levy made by the state for
1908.

o, 1910.
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Also VARIETY FRESH YF AST

i

rocery Co
F.

No. 40

Telephone

6?

BII

FOI;

reint'P! :n'i' when I nut her;
It was in ilu long ago.
or. the road tt) Reno.
of Kokomo.
Sciiicw here
It. w.is iti the gladsome
springtime.

It

was

tit'.1

tulips

wf-r-

lhf gladsome springtime.

in

In
K4

Jose Garcia Arrested Jose Garcia
jail at Las Vegas to await, the
outcome of the injuries inflicted upon
Francisco Padilla at El Atascoso, San
Miguel county, on Sunday. Padilla
was shot through the body hut may recover. Garcia who recently came from
Tularosa, claims the shoting was accidental.
Santa Fe Couple Married at Las Ve- gas Miss Delia Jackson and Burke
Gaastra, who said they lived at Santa
Fe, were married at Las Vegas by
Justice of the Peace Murray.
Child Attor- C. J. Roberts Saved
ney C. J. Roberts of Raton, member
of the last, legislature, this week
saved a little child from drowning m
a deep and rapid irrigation canal on
the J. Lawson Alford ranch in Colfax
county. Without taking off even his
coat, Roberts plunged into the water
when he saw the little one struggling:
vainly against the current.
is in

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

STATEMENT Or INSURANCE
COMPANIES, JAN. 1,

WORK IN Ot'B LINK DON K TO ORPKK

-

O

A

PHONE
BLACK

1

i

M

K

GORMLEY
PISE

ROHAN

SANTA KE, N,

19

436

M,

CANON
ROAD

RUG

MULLIGAN

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
ao.?iht
rmi.Nhj
PICTURE

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
130 RED

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

V'VMK
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Hi kinds of Garden and
SOLE AGENTS

Field Seeds.

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale acd Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Baj,

10 HEM

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani

iit

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

?'

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner

of Plaza.

CITY

TOPICS.

S.
June
Denver. Colo.,
The forecast is fair weather
with
fair
tonight, generally
cooler weather Thursday.
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Perfect fit that means comfoi
and coolness custom style that
.
gives a smart, dressy eirect
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

l!
M

S

S

-

V 5

S

Maximum Was 82 Degrees The
maximum was 82 degrees yesterday
aim tue niuiiiuum was ..".
incir naThe temper-- I
2t; per cent of humidity.
at ure at fi o'clock this morning was r9
degrees. It was clear and warm this
A year ago
morning, like yesterday.
today was also an ideal June day, the
maximum having been 75 and the
minimum 47 with 10(1 per cent of sun-- j
shine.
Teachers' Institute at Las Vegas
The San Miguel County Teachers' In- stitute at Las Vegas yesterday had an

Jm I

$4

AW

lp HP

i

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
the
and
new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may be
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do
'est.
foot-leng-

j

th

SELIG
i

i

j

attendance of 63.
Better Sprinkling

Service' Upon
motion of Alderman Gable, last even- ing, the city council decided to employ
a team of horses for one of the sprink- ling carts all the time, thus assuring
service for all the principal streets of
town, and also permitting the use of a
team for the garbabe wagon all of the

S

mm
n
1111
j

time.

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Glad to Recommend Them.
Mr. B. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says:
"After taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
severe backache left me, my kidneys
became stronger, the secretions natur-al and my bladder no longer pained
me. I am glad to recommend
Foley
Kidney Pills." In a yellow package.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.

all
105,421.56
1.003,41.9.29

Total assets
$5,562,192.51
The Imperial Fire Insurance Company
of Denver, Colo.
Total assets
?443,2l.3J
352,420.85:
Total liabilities
91,500.48!
Xet surnlus
ComCommercial Union Assurance
pany, Limited, of London.
$7,31.0,375.24
Assets

j

j

i
i

Rebound When excellent worn can
be done right at, home. Consult the
New Mexican Bindery.
I

If you are not satisfied after using
of a
according to directions
bottle of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets, you can have your
money back. The tablets cleanse and
the
4.657,483.20 invigorate the stomach, improve
Liabilities
Give
on,, n, digestion, regulate the bowels.
Surplus
a trial and get well. Sold hy
fiprman Amftrir.an insurance Co.. of them
a11 druggists
New York.
two-third-

s

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.

i

$16,162,229.53
Assets
1,500,000.00
Capital
8.222,018.321.
A Liabilities
Surplus above all liabilities 6,440.211.211

If you are in need of anything,
Npu' Mpvican Want: A1.

n

Plione
No. 14.

try

We represent the strongest line of
insurance Companies in New Mexico.
CALL FOR BIDS.
if you wish to have absolute protec- be received by the Board
Bids
will
tion insure with us.
All policies are examined by a com- of Education of the City of Santa Fe
i;
for the painting of the outside wood
petent attorney.
The Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & work of the high school building and
insurance Agency.
bfi.

9owareCo!

If it's Hardware

We have it.

No.

14,

j

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

j

NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION.
'tne understgnea was appointed d
me prooaie court m aim ioi- uie couu-- 1
ty of Santa Fe, on the second day of
Mav, 1910, administrator of the eS"
fate of Wm. H. Hough deceased, and
as such administrator hereby notifies
all parties who
may have claims
against the estate to present, them to
me within the time required by law.
All persons indebted to said
estate
are requested to settle their indebtedsuit will
ness forthwith otherwise
be brought against, them.
JAMKS

YOU

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE

$

taves and

other liabilities
surplus

Santa

Seefls

MINOR

20S.432.45

T?esevve for
Xet

for raw furs of all kinds
Drices paid
'

F.
FRANK
GKNKRAL

losses

l

-

'w

1

Ameriican Central (Fire) Insurance'
Company, St. Louis, Mo.
$2,000,000.00
Capital stock
2,244,928.21
Premium reserve .
Reserve for outstanding

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

., '

iitniaw,"YTi',-"'ra,i1111111-

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

I

Goods.

Send for prices tor tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

gju

4,

the road lo Reno,
She merry widows grow.
Where the widowers ex lege
Softly come and softly go
On the road unknown to husbands
Who remain in statu quo.
D. & R. G. Train Late
The Denver
and Rio Grande train from Antonito
arrived at S:20 p. in., last evening instead of 4 p. m., when it was due.

i

tm-IT'- :

Add Distinction
to any costume.

was on
ii It Where

vltl,

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

,fp'

i 1)

rry for a while. I murmured,
"or I'll soon he bad;, you know.
Wait until I've burst my bondage."
Thus I whispered, soft and low,
Hut she shook her weary tresses,
As she gayly answered no.

Clocks
Diamonds. W
Jewel vy , Sllverwaiv, i Hro- !l
Hi in a,

Ffip-hes- t

lliii

aglow.

In

THE FINEST AND FULL L

OV

f

.

I

WE GIVE CASK KiGlSTFE TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

EVERY OESCKTPTION

a

D

Ul

THE ROAD TO RENO.
(.Judge.)

Ami

i

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

Ur.iLI

the spring of long ago,
It was guinir, she was coming-She had shaken off her woe,
It was on ihc road to Reno,
Where the alimonies grow.
ft

io!ink

Winter

i

v

i
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V
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15.
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fore the 4th day of July,

,

,

i

i

1910.

Bids wm ajBO be reoeived by the
r,oard of Education of the City of
ganta Fe or pebble dashlng the Sec- ond Ward school building, before the
4th day of July, 1910.
All bids to be addressed to the un- dersifotied.
The board reserves the right to re- ject any or all bids.
DR. J. H. SLOAN,
Chairman Building Committee.

RIO AD,

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Siebio Coal.

Smithir. g Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

j

MONTKZITMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

j

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

j

j

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
i
I

As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Ho you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own'

e' THE SANTA FE
ABSTRACT,

"FSSt0efd

Administrator.
M., .June 6th, 1910.

CURE THAT

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Santa Fe, N,

Citron Block

M

Kealty & Insurance Agency

Tel Black 76

BACKACHE

Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
troubles. When you feel all run
down, tired, weak and without energy
use this remarkable combination of
nature's herbs and roots. As a regulator it has no equal. Mother dray's
Australian-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists
or sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
Co., Le Roy, N. Y.

,

If you are in need of anything,
New Mexican Want Ad

DiABaoupp
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Qm

YOUTZ wCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

tted
rlDltoe V
MRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
!4

Right Prices
Blah ftiudl
Right Serv-

RJITXICAN

eyas Teiteo ?.M
Filled by Up-tDate Method!.

WELRY

i-

345 San

FILlfiRFF

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

Frnel

St.

GAKTA

ISlKtliara

oot
Zook's
mx
p
ecialty
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MUST BELIEVE IT.

claim is necessary. The Illinois Manufacturers Association took the lead
TO
in formal action applauding the course
When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.
of the administration with reference
to the rate .situation, resolutions be-- :
When public endorsement Is made
MORE ing adopted declaring: "That this
by a representative citizen o Santa
calls upon the people of the country to
Fe the proof is positive. You must
hob up the hand of the government
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, wo- Trust Raises Price of Fizz at Washington to ;he full extent of
man or child with any kidney trouble
their ability and that they do all within their power to offset the ciaims
will find profit in the reading.
and
Stores
Water
for Drug
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Sanof those people who attempt to create1
Confectioners
the feeling that if the law is enforced!
ta Fe, N. M., says: "About two aim
as to the railroads there will be finan- a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
cial ruin."
TO
LIFE
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Unbalanced By Muck Raking.
Pills. They completely rid me of
two days after Rudolph
Only
pains in my back which had troubled 1
in Chicago announced that1
Spreckles
me off and on for months. When
Automobiles and Rapid Transit a nation-widcampaign against graft;
stooped or brought any strain on my
and for higher business and political
in Cities Increase Hazard
loins, I suffered severely and there
standards had been undertaken, John
Noticeably.
were various other symptoms which
Lambert, a capitalist at joliet, pointed
convinced me that my trouble came
out that many people and the public
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Chicago, June N. One unexpected in
had become unbalanced on
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Bur- result of the disclosures at Rock Isl- the general
of graft and rascality. He
subject
rows & Co's. drug store and they and concerning the Fraternal Trib- failed
to concede that the
however,
continued
I
brought prompt relief.
unes, an insurance society, was the graft in legislatures, councils and oth- taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it hornet's nest stirred up by the prose- er places had been the
outgrowth of
wa snot long before every symptom cuting attorney, not because of his
which
corporate
greed,
gained advan- The
of my trouble had disappeared.
activity in the line of duty, but by tages by corrupting legislatures, city
fact that I have had no return attack his sweeping statements regarding councils and
employes of competitors
warrants me in again expressing my fraternal insurance in general in Illi- as has
become the too common prac- Pills."
Doan's
Kidney
of
high opinion
nois. The Illinois Fraternal Congress (ice
throughout the United States. Mr.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 immediately
the statechallenged
Co., Buffalo, ments attributed to States Attorney Spreckles, the millionaire reformer of
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
San Francisco, whose financial backNew York, sole agents for the Uni Magill of Rock Island, a meeting was
ing brought success to the crusade of
ted States.
hastily called and an official commun-Remember the name Doan's-tak- e and ication was sent in the defence of Francis J. : Heney, said of the proposed
"When one sees on every;
campaign
no other.
fraternal insurance societies known to hand the most barefaced
disregard of
isbe above reproach. In a statement
the
the
people's
rights,
purchase of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver sued by the Illinois Fraternal Conhigh places through bribery, dishon-- j
banthe
to
nerves,
brace
up
Tablets will
gress public attention was called
est manipulation of the courts and
ish sick headache, prevent despon- the fact that, the fraternal societies lawmaking bodies, the shameless and
dency and invigorate the whole sys- took the initiative in proposing state almost open scorn in which justice is!
tem." Sold by all druggists.
supervision and regulation for the pur- held, one cannot help but see that we
the
public are
pose of safeguarding
inviting disaster. The nation at
against fraud and against certificates htart is honest, but amiareiitlv blind
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
of insurance which do not have
and indifferent. If allowed to go too
them the assets and the income far, the awakening would mean revolt.
to pay ail of the members the sums I have been in business since I was
MASONIC.
promised. Societies doing business in 17 and I know the methods employed.
Illinois have over 2,000,000 members. Honest
competition is a rarity today.)
Montezuma Lodge No The matter of state supervision of fra-- ;
As in politics and legislation, busi-- j
M.
&
A.
Reg ternals is now the conspicuous sub-- ;
1, A. F.
communications jeet, under consideration in the state ness has taken to corruption in mat- ular
'..I'.v
ters of trade and industry. Employes!
first Monday of eac insurance departments, the proposed
of rival concerns are brought up to!
month a Masonic ha uniform bill which is to be considered
reveal the business secrets which the
m.
at 7.30
at a meeting in New York during June competitor is not entitled to.
Why
H. H. DORMAN,
having been drafted by the National the men involved in such practices
s
Master
Commission-'erAssociation of Insurance
Acting
cannot see that tJhey must suffer in
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
and endorsed by the societies the end and those who are most
guilty
which comprise the National Fratern- - must suffer most, 1 cannot underthose
some
of
and
L
No.
al
by
Fe
Congress,
Santa
Chapter
stand, and that is why 1. as one of
R. A. M.
Regular con- - which comprise the Associated
that
class which is most largely to
second Monday of ternities of America. In a statement blame for existing conditions have deeach month at Masonic issued by O. S. Basford, commissioner - cided to do my part toward bringing
jof insurance of South Dakota, Ihe deHall at 7:30 p. m.
n
r . TirnTiTTiTnrrT tt n ' lorod "It ic vnv vprv firm Conviction about a remedy. Between corruption
in Politics, corruption in business and
iThoVrt.- 'vv,f
.
increase in the tveraee aBe of
ARTHUR SELIUMAJN, Secretary.
certificates in fraternal ''orruption ,n the ranks of labor, the
na
on
stands in real and imminent
insuring bodies is liable to bring a
Santa Fe Commandery No. imost
ever peril of downfall."
that
disaster
far
reaching
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Increase of Hazard of Life.
. .3 .. . . tn ccu--..ti
m
1.
happened to the masses of the people.
u
IOUIU1
lVlUUUiljr
l"
insurance
for
The
contributed
increase of hazard of life in
The
money
month at Masonic Hall at
in such companies is largely money Chicago by the advent of the automo7:30 p. m.
honored with the stain of toil. In bile rnd really rapid surface street
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
many instances it is paid only by econ cars is shown by figures giving a to- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
omy on the part of certificate holders tal number of persons killed by autos
'and therefore this money becomes in five months during 1910 of 12, and
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 one of tine most sacred trusts imagininjured of 230, by street cars 46 killed
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
able. The intelligent leaders in fra- and 1,450 injured. During the entire
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
insurance do not presume to year of 1900, 28 persons were killed
on the third Monday of each month ternal
the
inadequacy of rates in many and 531 injured by automobiles, the
deny
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
to meet the probable de- - record for the first five months indi- fraternities
Plaza.
of
Masonic Hall, south side
of
the
mands
future. If I am correct rating that 1910 will have a total cas- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- in the above
premises it easily follows Ualty roll many times greater than any
dially invited to attend.
of Commission- - previous year. Street cars also have
Association
the
that
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
ers of Insurance have a duty that they a worse record than ever before, the
Venerable Master must
perform. My idea in reference killed during 1910 totaling 46 as
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
to the line of remedy is that some against 4;? in 1909. The railroads have
Secretary.
correct, practical method of the meas- - killed 96 and injured 252 already dur- urement of the reserve necessary jng 1910, and during all of last year
B. P. O. C.
should
be devised."
slaughtered 217 and injured 684. Most
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
in Freight Rates.
Advance
The
ff the automobile accidents have
holds its regular session on the secvoiced by western ,,een ,jue to uncontrolled
The
approval
speed at
eacn
ond and iourth Wednesday of
of the prompt and decided which the machines have been driv- shippers
month. Visiting brothers are invited
action of Attorney General Wicker- - en. safety for the pedestrian is only
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
snam in enjoining the proposed ad- - secured by eternal vigilance.
Cap- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. vance of the
freight rates by the .rail- - tain Charles C. Healy lhas been sent
Secretary.
ways has been answered by railroad to Europe to study the movement of
officials with these claims: That $220,- - street traffic there, but meanwhile
Knights of Pythias.
000,000 should be spent tnat nas not conditions nave been going from bad
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of Deen spent on maintenance; tnat t0 worse. One death after another
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st ana da $100,000,000 more has been paid an- - has been declared by the coroner's
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I nually for interest; tnat $irfu,uut),utiu juries to be due to the speed mania,
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit has been paid annually in increases and
y6t the automobiles continue to
of wages; that $25,000,000 has been whiz through the streets and around
lng Knight's invited to attend.
AUGCST REINGARDT, C. C.
lost annually on passenger traffic. To- - corners without any drastic measures
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
tal, $730,000,000 to the bad in two bejng taken to !)revent it. Particular-years- .
The declaration of the railroad iy jn the residence district patrolmen
presidents that rigid retrenchment are comparatively few and danger has
will be necessary in consequence of become acute. Some blame for this is
the injunction has been met by this
upon the state licensing of cars
suit will which lessens the authority of the
clincher: The injunction
leave the question of the reasonable- police. Officers mounted on niotor- ness of the proposed rates to review, cycles are able to capture chauffeurs
and if the rates are round to be reas- - who have knocked down and injured
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday onabie they will go into force. There-Retur- someone, but this does not serve to
if the railways are convinced prevent the accident. For years the
Thursday and Friday. fore- - tne
wl11 be found reason"
public clamored for the restoration of
chnnithat
it aaroer nop abJe there rates
can be no occasion for tne lhe delapidated street car tracks, but
.
.
,.
J
n.T.jnTU
,,i,nr.A, Jr.
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
;.uysieria auu dimui wuiuu ihucuj now tnat they are rebuilt and equip-- J
In
from railroad presidents' offices.
ped with new and swift cars the puldic
PhoDeNo 23 Red
.that event the review of rates will clamor is even greater at the havoc
j
grant the increase which the railroads they are making. In reports from
'
Captain Healy in London and Paris
he points out that obedience to the
orders of the constables and gendarmes is almost implicit and that conSHOP
sequently the teeming millions are
able to move about those cities with
For i9
the

S

CUTi
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COST

'
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New Mexico Military Institute
-

BROTHERS

. . -

r - .a'

u

"A."
Through Academic cn:rse. preparing young
men for college or for tjii!iiiv life. Ureal
amount of open air work. Ilrahhiest location
of any Military School in the Unlori. Located
da the beautiful Ppcoj Valley the jjarden
spot of the West a', an e evatior. of 3.700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv ilay. but
I'.tie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructor, a!! graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished. heatjJ, light
ed and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cartoon. President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkln-o- n Screiarv. and W
A Ftclay
;'For particulars an 1 illustrated catalogue

One had Face Covered with
Itching
Eruption
Eyesight was Affected
Raw, Itching Humor Spread
Over the Other from Head to Feet
in a Single Da- y- Dreadful

SKIN-TORTUR-

e

j

YIELD
TO EASY TREATMENT
ES

;

;

j

j

n

j

j

;
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

n

infNPV.tn

-

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

only

years

first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.!

OUR NEW

FITCH

TREATMENT

guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
car ry a complete 'ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

si

HERPICIDE,

BATHS

0E LUXE QUININE

BATHS

'

3)omio

& FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays andandTuesdays
Fridays
and deliver on Thursdays
All work is guaranteed; yor
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

comparatively little trouble.
This notwithstanding the fact that
in most continental cities a pedestrian
who impedes the passage of a carriage or motor car is fined and the
vehicle is given full right of wav on
the streets, even those no wider than
alleys of American cities.

Advance in Soda Water.
Soda water soon may proudly take
its place among the other necessities
"which cost more," word having gone
out from Chicago tlhat the "soda water trust" has advanced the price of
the "fizz water," the carbonic acid gas
which so long has been a subject of
controversy on the score of
Whether the retailer of
soda can or will continue to sell soda
at the same old price remains to be
seen. Any day the crue! blow may
fall. Listen for the feminine shrieks.
Tne retailer is even now meditating
whether Ihis customers will stand for
whole-somenes- s.

BEST SUGAR FOB TEA AND COFFEE!

BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

I

of

ROSWELu, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of the 8outhwt
Armv Officers Deinea oy War Department
Armv Inspector RANK sr floor. IN CLASS

Th

"Tn 1007 my faro hroko nut in a mass
itrliim; sores which finally affected
I tried
t.
my
several highly recommended salves that
ce- -t
one dollar an
ounce, hut to no avail.
A friend of mine
urged
me to try Cuticura

if

eve-inh-

I

.w.'-- ,,

.

:

.. ....

ddresj.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Soap and Cuticura
Ointment, as he was
sure of good results

Superintendent

g

from his own experiI used
ence.
ihe

Cuticura Ointment for
about six
after
washing thoroughly with the Cuticura
Soap. My faro is in perfect health now
which 1 owe to the Cuticura liemedies.
I shall always stand by thrrn as one of
the greatPhl. blessing to the suffering
thousands. Arthur I). Cridlev, W2 Dean
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Apr. It" limit."
" In the middle of the night of March
30th 1 woke up with a burning iv?h in
felt as if
could
my two hands and
pull them apart. In the morning the
itching had got to my chest and during
that day it spread all ever my body. I
was red and raw from the top of my
head to the soles of my feet anil I was
in continual agony from the itching.
I
could neither lie down nor sit up. I
Remeto
about.
Cuticura
gee
happened
dies and 1 thought I would give them a
trial. I took a good hath with the Cuticura Soap and used the Cuticura Ointment. I put it on from my head down
to my feet and then went, to bed. On
the first of April I felt like a new man.
The itching was almost gone. I continued with the Cuticura Soap and Ointment and during that day the itching
completely left ni". Frank Gridlev, 325
E. 43rd St", New York City, Apr. 27. '09."
1
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Express
1

Express Pemarden
--

TO

rts of the World

've Money and Inconvenience

ty Purchasing Wells Psrgo

DOMESTIC MOMSY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDSPS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERt.
tbe United States. Canada. Moico
and all Foreign Countries

BviITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

Complete Extorm! and Internal Trcntmrnt tor
ts
Every lhmior of lnf:ints. cliiUln-- and Adult
of rmtcura So:u t'2'ic to Cleansp thr Sktn.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to ilcil the skin and Cuticura Resolvent (50e.), (or in the form of Chorolate
Con ted fills. 25r. per vtnt of (i0 to Purify the Blood.
fo!d thmuL'hout the world, rotter Piiie A Chem.

.

0. BARNES. Aoent

Corp.. Sole Props., 13", Columhus Ave , Ropton, Ma.
Cntieura Book, an author'
Free,
ttT on treatment of Skin and Scalp Disease!

the raise. The soda water trust got
away with it why can't he? The
enormous consumption of soda makes
the increased cost of the fizz water
aggregate a huge sum but the trust
is building a new and expensive plant
and needs the money. The appetite
for "soda" has increased by leaps and
bounds but tne public has wanted less
and less of the carbonized water and
consequently, to maintain its output
the natural impulse of the trust was to
put the price up. Nowadays the pat
rons in soda fountain
emporiums
snow a strong preference
tor ice
cream and flavoring with mighty lit
tie "soda." Whether the attacks on
the wholesomeness of the stuff has
any effect is doubtful. Gum chewing
is under medical and social ban but
Iook at the way the gum factory out
The users seem just,
put disappears.
as happy and the gum trust and the
soda water trust are far happier, pay
dividends that have a "melon" flavor
and build great plants worthy of
plow factories.
MEXICO

IS CLEANING UP
, FOR CENTENNIAL.

No Expense is Being Spared to Make
Ancient City Look Bright for

Expected Visitors.

LIWEfiY STABLE
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES R.5GH7.
Don

Caspar Avenue

O I"!

3

L0 3 0 33

THE WEST FOR THE
The Colorado

vD

WEST.

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
ft BERGERE, Manager for

Mexico.

A.
New
Mexico City, June 8. Mexico City
is "sprucing up" for the centennial
Catron Block.
Santa Fe, N. M.
independence celebration next September. Every day now more labor
ers are added to the large forces of
men that are cleaning up the parks,
painting public buildings, laying out
E.
CO
new and more elaborate flower beds,
or straightening
streets
widening
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
washing stone fronts to stately edifices, etc.
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
The Mexican officials are sparing no
under ditch, 840 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
expense or pains to have the city look
and highly improved, StSO.OO to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
bright and clean wlhen the thousands
of visitors come. And a second Paris
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
they will see. The celebration comes
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- at a time of year when nature is in
RAXCHKS.
RANCHKS,
LAKHIS
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- IjARGK
her full glory in this republic. It will
men
are
AND
AND
Moneyed
needing
capital.
prises,
:
:
;
SMALL.
SMALL
invited to correspond with us.
be at a time when gentle afternoon
showers cool the atmosphere so that
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MfcXlCO, LET US HEIR FROM YOU.
the evenings are pleasant, and leave
nothing to be desired.
Preparations are steadily going for
ward for handling the largest crowds
in the history of the capital of Mexi
co. The authorities will see to it that
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
are not sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
prices for accommodations
Special automobiles furnished to acraised to exhobitant figures.
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
It is an admitted fact that real es- land Railroads and
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tortate, financial men and merchants all Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
at
a.
Leave
8:30
arrive
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comm.,
Vaughn
say that quickest and bst results are
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosobtained by advertising in the
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
If you want anything on earta try
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
a New Mexican Want Ad

C.

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

iliousness

J. W. STOCKARD, (v.anag:r

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
"I have used your valuable Cascarets
do
Couldn't
is
nd I find them perfect.
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
without them. I have used them for Cheney & Co., doing business in the
some time for indigestion and biliousness City of Toledo, County and State
and am now completely cured. Recomfirm will pay
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you aforesaid, and that said
will never be without them in the the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLfamily." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y. LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
of
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
or
Do Good. Never Sloken.Weaken
Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The
FRANK J. CHENEY,
to
tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed
' Sworn to before me and subscribed
5
cure or your money back.
ten-tita-

e

in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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a dozen men, and

these are held

SANE FOURTH.
Sania Fe, somewhat slow in some
thins, has been way ahead of most
in adopting
a "Sane
til her towns
Fourth of July" ordinance. For years
already, there has been on the ordinance books a law that forbids the
firing of cannons and cannon crackthe
ers and other fireworks within
ciiv limits unless with tihe consent of
tin- mayor.
The present mayor will
whhlio'd this consent and Santa Fe
will therefore enjoy a rational Fourth
oi July. One spot or perhaps two, will
be designated, such as Fort Marcy,
where fireworks may be displayed
and where those who must make a
noise may congregate and fire guns
and crackers to their heart's content
without endangering the life or safety
of others who (have more sense. There
are many pleasant and sane ways in
which the great national holiday may
and enjoyed and if
he celebrated
ihere is no patriotic celebration, no
of Inde-Th- e
reading of the Declaration
nendence in the Pl'aza, no historic pa
rade, no band music, as there ought
to be, then a trip into the canons and
a nearer acquaintance with the coo!
mountain retreats of this immediate
vicinity will furnish a program of enjoyment that beats any noisy hulla- boo that ever happened in this city
0n the Fourth.

R. J. PALEK, President,
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
countable.
FRISK MAiNE, Assistant tashitr.
L, A, BUGLES,
Ii is astonishing what a growth of
been
has
within
there
the
favor
past
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
73 .a
- .il
a rrs.
toward the commission
i w
a
u
few years
P.
STURGES,
FRANK
oaiii a P WtlTPR.
of
is
It
government.
municipal
plan
Vice President.
Editor and President.
a hopeful sisn of the strength of demJOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
ocracy when the people display such
SAiT jTA
evidence of close interest in civic gov
Postoffice.
re
w
santa
Entered as Second Class Matter
ernment; and the commission plan
$2.75 it has been amply demonstrated, al
Daily, six months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Oidc-s- t
in
2.00 lows the peop'e, by the elimination of
carrier
Daily per week by
year
Weekly, per
teuziizd in 1370
politics, to keep closely in control of
Daily, per month, by carrier
affairs and to realize always just,
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
.75
7.00
where responsibility for governmental
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year by mail
$150.GG0
Capital Stock
acts is centered.
A
the
of
Profits
COUNTY.
situation
FE
Undivided
municipal
survey
80.000
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA
Surplus and
has recently been made by the Engin-- '
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
ecring News, which finds that sixty- ""Vansacts
j?
i
general bankirs.? business in all its branch.
c'rculatf.)
and
growing
eight cities have already adopted the
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large
mone
5 Loans
on the nios'1 f'ivur:tbt terms on a!! kisrj-- ,
commission plan in one form or anthe Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive neopie of
litis
this
and
been
other,
due,
largely
personal and cotiatcraC security. Buys and sails b.
of course to the widely heralded sue- B;;vs ami
slocks in all ai irksts f:r its customer.
cess of the p!an in Galveston, Texas,
5
makes
and
and
domestic
tiansfcr $
telegraphic
foi'iin exchange
which adopted it after the demoraliy.ation caused by the flood of WOO.
of money to ah parts of the civilized vorid on as iiter.ii tsrms j
ej
total population affected by the
UNITED
IN
THE
iPROSPERITY
as are given by any money transmit! ng .agency ,pal!lc or '
THE GREATEST PR03LEM.
cities given by the Engineer
of
list
STATES.
p privates.
Interest allowed o:i Um.; deposits at the rate oi ch ee p
Ii is not the drafting cf a consiituing News is 1,202.836, and the News is
t1)(1
K,ft.
jj per
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal jj
tion that' is the greatest problem that of t)e United states are as compared at pains to state that it does not. claim
its list to be complete.
dem-ag- e
S
made on consisnmei'iis of livestock and products. 5
the
is
advance
Mexico
passXew
of
vxx those
upon
confronts
forcibly
Europe,
5
p
Nor is the commission plan of muthe
of
5
issue
in
oust
the
last
it
is
'f
nor
the
rated
ail orders of its patrons in the ban',:. i.; ,
3
he
executes
bank
of the enabling act,
government confined to any
nicipal
3
American
,
Banl,r.
officials
or
to
aii
to
Senators
of
as
extend
liberal treatment in
selection
a",d
one section of the country. Texas
them
respects 33
rule, despite the cry of high prices has seventeen cities, this
the
being
man the executive and administrative,
c
as is consistent with saiety and the prmctpies oi sound bank 3
th savlngs
of ,jvin
number in one state, showing,
2 inir.
departments of the state government. (lt,10sits of tne American people have greatest
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
this evi-t- of course, the force of the Galveston
but it is the caliber of men elected increased remarkably and
f. nsblic ir
Iowa
Kansas
has sixteen,
respecially solicited.
PROESSiONAL
CARDS.
not example.
the legislature ami most of all. the! deuce of thrift and prosperity is
Massachuhas
Tennessee
five,
four,
confined to a tew but is custriiratea
kind of men elected to the judgeships'
setts, South Dakota. North Dakota,
among the many, so that the United Oklahoma and California three
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
each,
Xew
wh
ther
determine
will
that
has more individuals with bank
overnment accounts than any other nation in the West Virginia. Colorado Wisconsin,
Mexico under its own
CATRON & CATRON
Missouri and Washington
have one
and more content world. This is the result of tihe policy each.
will be happier
in
counted
not
Minnesota
is
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lathan it was while tied to the apron; cf Protection of Home Industries and the list, though it has one or two
Office: Catron Block
would be quickly changed, should per
anta Fe,
New Mexico
strings of the national government.! chance, the Democrats some day gain towns governed under this plan.
Nor is the commission plan confined
The judiciary will lie the very bulwark control of the national government.
G. W. PR1CHARD
to small towns, for among the cities
of liberty in the new state and it, is
Says the Ranker:
so governed are Des Moines, Iowa,
to be honed that the constitution or
Attorney and Consellor-at-La"As a pleasing contrast to the ever
with a population of over 60,000, and
the law will provide for qualifications
Practice in all the District Courts
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
present and ever increasing cry of San Antonio.
that will assure able judges, for safe- currency
Texas, and Kansas City, and gjves special attention to cases
and perplexities, high prices
guards that will guarantee just judges and 'hard times,' it is refreshing once Kansas, with a population of over 50, before the Territorial Supreme Court
One
in
and a long term that will make likely in a while to come in contact with a 000 each.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
It should be gratifying to residents
fearless and experienced judges. The genuine optimist, and be assured that
Cuisine and
Large Sample
com-- '
Xew Mexico supreme court should be some clouds at
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Table Service
are not lacking in of Washington to note how the
Room for Comleast
exf
I'r.ited
modeled very much after the
government under
Attorneys-at-Lasilver. It is also mission form
that
of
Unex
desired
lining
mercial Travelers
volStates supreme court in which the nato know that, despite the which they live is being adopted
Practice in the District Courts as
gratifying
confidence.
tion has unshaken
well as before the Supreme Court of
fearful predictions of the pessimist, uul
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
President Taft's wise selection of conditions can be made to improve to l)alll.les lor 11 ls a
'hearty "J the
territory.
a
as
una
of
Xew
York,
a.iLt?i
Governor Hughes
an, Las
ussurtuu:?
i,
whatever extent the will of this de-- j ' ruimoruuK
New Mexico
Cruces,
runst
ova liiriiira- imHor tint
snnreme court justice, has aroused termined
" . sfl.
.
.
dictates.
.
optimist,
provided
AMERICAN AND
111
new interest in this great combination
vauceu
ui civil
ami prui:in;auit-- j lui
he backs up his determination by his
EDWARD C. WADE
EUROPEAN PLAN
which possesses
should
which
Politics
of nine members,
government.
actions.
Attorney-at-Lato
have
whatever
more power than any other judicial
nothing
"Some interesting figures, and the by rights
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
as
is
body ever possessed; especially
kind of figures that incites a joyous do with municipal management,
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
of
the
the
with two more justices over seventy,
money
people
P
i.
UAl.A4-spirit, were given to the New Jersey eliminated,
anaJ ueiore
me TVu. s
benefit
the
is
the
of
used
for
and one close upon three score and bankers
city
secreWilliam Hanhart,
by
General
U.
S. Land
and
Surveyor
and without waste, and the
ten, there is a strong likelihood of
tary of the Savings Bank Section of honestly
Offices.
other
such
more
or
much
is
one
of
heard
there being
public, opinion
the American Bankers' Association, at voice
Las Cruces
New Mexico
appointments during the present term. their convention last week. The con- more readily by commissioners than
'
a
there
is
is
boss.
bv
a
In the June Lippincott's
political
cise manner in which these statistics it
WILLIAM McKEAN
brief but enlightening article on "The were presented was just sufficient to
Attorney-at-LaLACOME
Willard
Colonel
COUNT.
THAT
THE
THINGS
Supreme Court," by
permit of absorbing them in such a
Land Law.
and
Mining
French.
of
Board
Trade
The
work
that
the
way as to get their true significance.
Taos
New Mexico
"Nothing but death or impeachment
"In April. 1009, the national banks has been doing in planting trees along
Proprietor
his
will,
can retire a justice, against
in
on
of the United States had
deposit
j
C. W. G. WARD
after he has taken the oath of office,'' tlheir savings departments $876,026,-770- ; avenues into the city; that the New
Mexico Museum is accomplishing in ;
Territorial District Attorney
says Colonel French, "vacancies and
in the state banks and trust
Commadioas Sample ff or
caused
vacancies
or
old
grave)
the
the
Palace;
prospective
sstjanoo tjjoiv- ptre langijM nug
companies there were deposits of beautifying
some
Les
in
during
New Mexico
quarters
Vegas,
apprehension
$1,587,302,000 in the savings depart- Woman's Board of Trade has accomLong 0istar.ee Telephone Station.
President Roosevelt's term, lest his ments. The total savings
in plished in the Plaza, are factors that '
deposits
W. A. FLEMING JONES
ardent and impulsive nature impel the United States last month was
to make Santa Fe the best resi-- ,
help
Bonds and Investments
him to take advantage of the oppor- $3,678, 735,379. This is an
average of
Steam Heated: Electric
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
tunity to create a majority that should $381.28 per account and $64.02 per dence town in the southwest. Mayor
FIRST CLASS CAPE
be in sympathy with his progressive
Judicial
a
District
of
New
not
Mexico.
has
undertaken
Room
out
one
Seligman
only
Lighted,
person
Every
capita of population,
ideas instead of with the ancient, com- of
Eastern
and
local bank references.
IN CONNECTION
a Oood One,
every six having a savings bank ac- clean-ucampaign but he ls already
mon law notions so agreeable to the count.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
for
the
distribution
free
by
planning
modern corporations which had been
"In England deposits in trustee and the municipality next spring of a
PrtESS THf! BUTTON WK l TDK RKKT.
R. W. WITTMAN
to thousand or so of fruit trees, and the
banks amount
V
"rant
court
held
G
the st rem,
Draftsman
an average of $80.70 board of education has in mind the
that the legal tender act of 1862 was; $1,033,470,204,
of beautifying of the school
Copies furnished of records on filt- per account and $23.08 per capita
grounds
adIt
the
unconstitutional.
placed
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
In France, the total sav- After Santa Fe has straightened out in the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office
We
ministration in a most embarrassing! population.
an its streets as the present municipal' Santa Fe,
are $961,355,347.
New Mexico
ings deposits
an
had
Grant
President
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
predicament.
.....
average of $74.03 per account and administration is seeking to do; Tins TTT
opportunity to appoint two new jus- $24.48 per capita of population.
JOHN
K.
Now
In
STAUFFER
cleaned
its
and
back
front
yards'
up
tices. Then the question was again
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Germany the total savings deposits and has planted its vacant spaces with
Notary Public
brought before the supreme court, and al01int 10 $3,191,882,000, an average fruit trees and roses there wiil be
Office
with
Print-nNew
the
Mexican
Our increasing patronage Is the
the former find in was reversed and f
town in the Rockies to surpass it ing Company.
$171.07 per account and $51.79 per
best proof that we merit yours.
,nHtHnnni. No
'
of population. Taking into ac- in beauty or attractiveness. It is work Santa Fe,
New Mexico
one doubted that President Grant
count the whole civilized world ex- - in which everybody will and should
G.LUPK HER RE R A
knew the views of Uhe two new mem- Proprietor
help and from which every one will
,r.) jticepiina me iioeo oiaic, me
hers before he appointed lllt'Ili, nim
324.331 depositors in private, postal derive some joy and benefit.
The
was greatly to the advantage of
land municipal savings banks have on town cannot help itself in any more
deposit. $9,710,936,633, making an aver- effective manner. Says the Houston
and the opportunity.
RA1KSM.0OA DAY AN PUP
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
of $101.66 per account and $11.89 Post:
age
"There is no dishonesty, dishonor,
a
two
of
small
Texas
persons
has
population,
per
"Hubbard,
capita
city,
or lack of integrity and loyalty imout of every seventeen having a sav- organized a civic league to clean up.
plied. Every good constitutional law- ings bank account.
plant trees, flowers and do all of sunyer has weighed important questions
"A comparison of these figures re- dry other things that will tend to make
his
theorman
has
of the day. Every
how far ahead (he it a prettier and better place to live
veals
ies, his ambiMons. 'his "honest preju- United very forcibly
looms up above the old- in. That of itself is not of widespread
States
G
the
and
convictions
firm
and
dices
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
to er European countries in the matter importance. But as one of twenty like
President, doing all in his power i.oiof
individual prosperity; for no one instances that the news columns have
.ur,h
111
ends
certain
IIMllll
accomplish
The only first class Hotel In Santa Ke, with hot and cold water in
can doubt but that, in the main, a disclosed within the last two weeks,
- it is
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
iuso.
it
For
account
is
and
"iau
uesi
important,
uie
highly
,u
savings
,.,c m.,ov-,,Vti- .... .... VMVrtlte...........
iu an vv iiv, .,(.t.'.'
is
evidence
dication
the
that
his
idea
It
of
the
of
City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
general
progress.
city
which
tremendous
power
less, it is a
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
is spreading and taking hold
rests with the President in some re- also reveals the fact that the Postal
Savings Rank in one of its elements, in the minds of the people of Texas.
Give us a trial If you want
men,
rst class service.
spects, his greatest power. Thereby as
an instructor in thrift and economy
"Among the evidences, of a town's
he can not oniy secure the enforceis not, necessary; for it, would appear prosperity and solidity none is better
ment of his own theories beyond con
Corner of Water St.
from the above statements as though than an organized movement to make
and Don Gas par Ave.
Prop.
travention, and establish precedents - tllis lesson ,,;ifl 1)(jpn
p
already mastered it a better place to live in. In a dead
for the future, but, as in the possibili to
B
some extent, and that because of town the people have neither the pride
Do You Went a Crate?
in successuuiy nana- - nor the energy that is needed to beauL"n
"'eiuoiis
ibe
attitude
to
be
able
arran,
may
Leave your order with
)0lling savings accounts, we may rather tify it. A dead town inspires no amof the supreme bench for year
A live town does. The desire
teach
lessons
this week.
old- bition.
tihese
of
us
to
thrift
the
come.
er nations.
to make it a more beautiful place
one
few
a
back
months,
"Thinking
"The difference between the opti- or perhaps, more accurately, a less
BALLET A
NAVAJO, CBIMAY0
recalls others who might have been mist
and the pessimist is chiefly in the ugly place is not merely evidence
The
nominated and elected president, and
the
longer you wait,
he realizes what some of them might point of view from which observations but proof, then, that its people are
chance you take,
more
are
The
taken.
cultivation
satisfied
the
of
its
with
opmeasureably
preshave done under the possible condithat you will pay more
timistic standpoint will win against ent and confident of its future. It is
tions, changing the politics and poliwhile
the
to
evidense
that
of
obstacles;
the
continue
they expect,
tendency
cies Oif the great court for infinite
money, as prices will
THE
pessimistic is to invite defeat with- to live in it, that they do not count
years. Nor was it just a little start- out
advance.
soon
a
to
effort
mere
themselves
succeed."
proper
301-30sojourners awaiting
San Francisco St.
ling that one man could say to a Cona chance to get away. The effort to
I
"You
and
that
bill,
pass
gressman,
THE COMMISSION FORM.
make a town a better place to live in,
Open Until 8, p. m.
will give you a supreme court which
Strawberries,
The troubles and the work that and thus advertise itself well aim
.
will sustain it.'
Raspbr'k-s"The supreme bench, with authority Mayor Arthur Seligman is incurring in convincingly when it goes to work, as
Loganberries
and
twenty other towns in
unlimited and beyond appeal, unchal- his energetic endeavor to give Santa Hubbard,
and Blackberries.
Texas
is
done,
have
THESE PRICES TALK
demonstratis
lately,
wholly Fe the rigCit. kind of
lengeable, unresponsible,
Presh V.gttab (s
municipal gov- ed when it begins to primp up."
constitutional. The people have no
CHI MAYO PILLOWTO S, 50c each
Daily.
voice whatever even in its formation, ernment, demonstrates quite clearly to
'
75c
NATURAL WOOL
A
is
making the rounds
paragraph
except that which they devote to the the town that a commission form of
25c
WAR CLUBS
election of tihe President, who has ap- government would be just the thing again that two lynehings occurred m
30c "
TOMTOMS
pointing power. Yet, more emphatic- for this old bailiwick. At present, the New Mexico last year. This is an inI5c
BOWS and ARROWS
the supreme entire burden of supervision of all
ally than Congress,
65c per pound and up
court rules the destinies of the nation. the departments of the city govern- famous untruth for no lynching has
NAVA J O BLANKET S
If any change has become desirable, ment, falls on the mayor and unless taken place in New Mexico for over
The Curio Man.
with the expansion of the years, noth- he is as public spirited as is the pres- a decade. There is no commonwealth
&
COMPANY
ing short of a constitutional amend- ent executive of the town, or as was his so free from the mob spirit as is New
At the Sign of the Old Cart.
ment can accomplish it; and nothing predecessor, those duties are neglectis
which
in
favorable
Mexico,
con
ed.
Under the commission form of
short of an almost universal demand
can bring about a
constitutional government those duties 6f supervi- trast 'with the record of such states as
sion are divided amon
amendment."
perhaps, half Georgia, Texas or even Illinois.
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that vou need. Just call at our store'and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies,'and anything else
you wish to know.
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trade.
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, the well known
Galisteo rancher, is at the Coronado

COME IN AND GET
WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

hotel.
C. B. Stubbiefield, an oil salesman
from Las Vegas, is calling on the trade

i

'

here.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Schaefer, or
Washington, D. C, are sightseers at
the Palace.
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector
;T C. McConnell was at Las Vegas yea-- :
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Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of
one. Each check you write is a RECEIPT; you know just how much you
are spending: you've always "got money," and you can't lose it nor be
Make OlTR Bank YOUR Bank.
robbed.

Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
arrived last evening from
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are made to perfection from our RELIABLE DRUGS
Lumber) because the wood is AND MEDICINES
perfect in every particular and Are the only kind safe to use. The
free from every imperfection of uncertain kind are very apt to do more
knots, cracks ana warpings. harm than good.
Every foot of it is thoroughly WHAT YOU GET
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so FROM THIS PHARMACY
it can be absolutely relied upon
If the
absolutely.
by carpenters and builders, and you canof rely upon
your household is dear to you
archi- health
all sensible, wide-awaby coming here
tects hereabouts particularly prove your sincerity
and medicines.
for
your
drugs
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
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Where your dollar buys the most.
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MARKhyr REPORT
Bills Bros, Monumental
OP DENVER'

ALL GRADES OF MARBLE & GRANITE
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES

Co.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 8. Lead quiet 440
(5450; copper weak, standard spot
and July 12.25(512.50; Silver 54
New York, June 8. Call money
2
Prime mercantile paper
4 4
5
44;
Mexican
dollars
Atchison 104
Amalgamated 66
New York Central 1151-2- ;
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kinds of furnishings from cainaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the b&bies.
Wagner folding
audht racks. vTt!
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L xk over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest y ou
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Mrs. George B. Barber and children
are here from Lincoln. They are registered at the Claire. Mr. Barber is a
Wholesale & Retail
prominent attorney of Lincoln county.
Dealers in
G. C. Warner, a leather salesman of
St. Louis, is at Gregg's hotel.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, has gone to Pueblo on busPacific 1211-4- ;
Southern
iness in connection with the National :1.'.2
78
;
Steel
I' i'igation Congress of which he is an i Union Pacific 1 7 j
'
official.
pfd. 110.
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS
Dr. W. E. Garrison, of the New MexYou NEVER.
AT
ico School of Agriculture and MeChicago. 111., June 8. Wheat July
chanic Arts, at Mesilla Park, will to- O.Sept. U1
IS
WHO
NT WELL
THE
Corn July 5S7-8- ; Sept. ."!
night make an address at Estancia.
Oats July 3C.
Sept. 35
From there he will make the trip to
Pork-.Tul22.2.'.
y
Sept. 21.70.
Santa Fe in his new Cartercar to atIGooO APPAREL
Lard July 12.37
Sept. 12.27
tend the meeting of the territorial
12.30.
12.73.
Ribs
Sept.
July
board of education.
WOOL MARKET.
A number of sportsmen who are
St. Louis,
Mo., June 8. Wool,
ARE VOU ON THE WAY
stopping at the Valley Ranch, on the
medi-Sumwestern
and
were
in
the
steady;
territory
today
city
Pecos,
upper
UP?
fine mediums, 18lfl;
16
and registered at Gregg's hotel. They
were F. B. Hamby H. S. Faust, W. A. fine, I2(fi14.
BROWN.
i
LIVESTOCK.
Bibbeck, C. H. Starweather, Jr., L. H.
Chicago, 111., June 8. Cattle ReRoblee and James M. Hart, nearly all
ceipts, 16.000: market, strong. Beeves
nf whom hail from the Windy City.
Attorney R. H. Hanna has returned $5.808.70; Texas steers $5.35ft7.35;
western steers $5.507.80; stockers
to Santa Fe from Washington.
Census Enumerator M. A. Vigil of and feeders $4.006.50; cows and heifthe city of Socorro, ran up from Al- ers $2.907.15; calves $6.508.80.
16,000; market,
Receipts,
Hogs
buquerque this noon, coming on cen15 cents higher. Light $9.30(59.60;
sus business.
H. B. Hening, the efficient and ener-- . mixed $9.30(59.60; heavy $9.25(59.60;
to choice
getic secretary of the New Mexico rough $9.25(59.35; good
bureau of immigration, is in Santa Fe heavy $9.35(5)9.60; pigs $9.009.50;
bulk of sales $9.459.55.
today on official matters.
Receipts, 18,000; market,
Sheep
strong to 10 cents higher. Natives
The New Mexican Printing com-- $3.40(55.75; western $3.755.80; yearpany has prepared civil and criminal lings $6.25(5:7.50; lambs natives $5.25
dockets especially for the use of jus8.70; western $0.008.80.
CCXYRICMt Hot, 8VTME BUSTER eRoWN Co. CH IC AGO.
AT THE TOP.
tices of the peace. They are especialKansas City, June S. Cattle Rely ruled, with printed headings, in ceipts 7.000, including 200 southerns
WHY
DOE.S THE FRUIT MAN
PACK THE
either Spanish or English, made of Market steady to strong.
Native
good record paper, strongly and dur- steers $5.75(5 8.25:
CHOICE APPLET ON TOP? BECAUSE APPEARsouthern steers
ably bound, with leather back and $1.50(5 8; southern cows $2.75(5 5.50;
ANCES COUNT.
:;overs and canvas sides, hall full native cows and heifers $3.50(5:7.75;
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
index in front and the fees of justices stockers and feeders $4.25(5 6.25; bulls
of the peace and constables printed $616.25; calves $4.50(5 8.25: western
BUT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
in full on the first page. The page steers $5.50(5 8.10; western cows $1(5
OUR READY To WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
are 10
inches'. These books are 6.50.
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Market
9,000.
TAILORED, FORM FITTIN6, AND SHAPE REHogs
Receipts
separate of 32 pages each, or with ten to fifteen higher. Bulk $9.05(5
THIRD
LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
both civil and criminal bound in one 9.45; heavy $9.40(5 9.45;
and
packers
PAYING.
book, 80 pages civ.il and 320 pag'js butchers $9.33 !5 9.45; light $9.207' 9.50,
criminal. To
them they are pige $8.73(59.
No OLD MoTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FRoM.
offered at the following prices
Market
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
PRICES RANGE FROM $ J 2.
?2.75 ten 'higher.
Civil or Criminal
To
Muttons $5(5 6; lambs
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.0'.' $7.50(59.35; fed ewes and yearlings
For 45 cents additional for a singl ' $4.75(5 8; fed western ewes $4.25(5 5.75.
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will he sent
WE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
FOR
of Nature's Refull must accompany
order. Stale The Conservation
DEALING
HONEST
sources.
plainly whether English or Spanish
-i
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment
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Everything in Hardware.

Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
119 San Francisco

1

l.

$5.00 down $5.00 a mouth, no interest, no
a ciend when the lots are
we;, no moruige.
paid for You cn't afford to let a GOOD in
vestment like i his go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.

O

f ies
larger
and
more
complete,
thn ever.
mxa
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, lHC
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
.
than ever before.
,
detail our assortment

t

Aloiiqiierque.
F. R. Stephens, who has been spending a few weeks in the city, has gone
to his ranch on the Pecos.
Miss A. Major, who spent the winter
here is at the Valley Ranch, on the
upper Pecos, with Miss Klein and
Mrs. Stebbins from Las Vegas.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albuquerque and who was recently in
Washington, D. C, is at the Palace-hote-

CO.

TRUST

&

Our Line is all new and complete in every

teivUty.

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

FiV;.

Denver salesman,

Mrs. 11. L. Rogers, a tourist from
Denver, is at the Claire.
L. H. Darby, a candy salesman oi
Denver, is at the Claire.
R. J. Walsh, of Phoenix, Ariz., is in
the city on business.
J. P. Earickson. a grocery salesman
of Las Vegas, is at the Claire.
a dry goods salesman
Meyer
of St. Louis, is in the city.
K. S. Schott, a shoe salesman of St.
Louis, is calling on the trade,
!us Regan, a dry goods salesman
of San Francisco, is calling on the

MILL
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F. H. Whiting,
is in the city.
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Applies as well to our physical state
as to material things. C. J. Budlong,
Washington, R. I., realized his condi
tion, and tqok warning before It was
too late. He says: "I suffered severely from kidney trouble, the disease being hereditary in our family. I have
taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy, and now consider myself
thoroughly cured. This should he a
warning to all not to. neglect taking
Foley's Kidney Remedy until it is too
late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
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PANSY

$20.00
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PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARE SELLING OI T!
LA D EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks nnd (White .V.vandottes. Chickens
are yarned in the orchard under the trees and fed oi. clean wholesome food
No chance of Tuberculosis Kerms nor Ptomaine poisoninr
E(JGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REHDON
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FRESH
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Mexico Centra

HOTEL ARRIVALS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to

$4.05

3,

Connects wit h K. P. S W lly, train No. 121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p.
tConnects with K. P. S
N. M at 9:55 a. m..
Uy, train No. 123 lea vin if Haw-sosStage for Van Houten N. M, meets trains at Preston X. M.
C. & S
and
from
HeMotnes
as follow:
trains
arrive
tlepart
Passenger
SiH'TH BOUND
NORTH K01"N :
1.
4.48
a m.
No.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.
No. 7.6 49 p in.
Track connection with v. T A. S. F.Ry.at Katonand Preston with C. & S. Rv. at
Des Moines K P, S. W . Ky. at Colfax. N M, and (Mmarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N, M. whieh is depot or following station Orate, Miami, Ravado
and Hed Lakes, N. M
lTte Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Raldy Black I,akes, Cerro, Kliz'ihet htow n. Doho, Qnesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
l'aily. fKlag, tl'aily except Sunday
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
f
N.
M.
N.
Raton,
Raton, N. M.
Ratjn.

f

The dedication exercises were uniWhat a Summer Cold May Do.
que and replete with true western
A summer cold if neglected is just
Invigor of enterprise. Ceremonial
dian dances with costumes and scenic as apt to develop into bronchitis or
effects; a bik track ami field meet, in- pneumonia as at any other season. Do
cluding Japanese
and other not neglect it. Take Foley's Honey
wrestling bouts; all kinds of costum- and Tar promptly. It loosens the
ed drills by the 10,000 school children
cough, soothes and heals the inflamed
participating, were among the feat- air passages, and expels the cold from
ures. The various foreign organiza- the
system."
tions of the city had volunteered their
assistance in teaching the children the
folk dances of a dozen nations and
In this article we want to explain to you the cause of skin diseases, their performance was an exceptional
and also offer suggestions, founded on reason and experience, which success. The entire city assumed gala
will enable you to cure yourself if you are afflicted with any of the altire and a great, deal of the credit
for the enterprise is due to the pupils
m
various forms of this trouble.
The skin receives its necessary nourishment from the blood. and scholars, who worked with a will
to make the affair a complete success.
Every pore is kept open and every gland kept healthy by continually
Ranking heretofore among the
N. M.
feeding on the nutritious properties which are distributed throughout the
schols of the United
high
system by a pure, rich blood supply. As long as this normal condition States, the Tacoma institution now
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
exists the cuticle will be soft, smooth, and free from eruptions; when lays claim to being the most
Round Trip Rate from
however the circulation is contaminated with humors and impurities and remarkable public school plant
its supply of nutritive properties
in the union.
SANTA FE, N M.
is diminished, and it becomes a
For .'six years I was severely
troubled with a bad skin disease,
What Everybody Ought to Know.
sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
located principally on the shins. The
trouble would appear in the form of
That Foley Kidney Pills contain
instead of preserves the natural
sm;ill yellow blisters, characterized
health and texture of the skin.
just the ingredients necessary to tone,
tried
Tickets on Sale
by very severe itching etc. I puri-fiei'blood
sarsaparillas,
strengthen and regulate the action of
Lying just beneath the outer
lotions
and
salves, ointments,
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by
treatment under a physician, but
is a sencovering or tissue-ski- n
nothing1 did me any pood. Becoming
Co.
Burrows
Stripling
sitive membranous flesh which
discouraged I left off all this treatReturn limit June 11th, 1910
ment, and just about this time I saw
surrounds and protects the tiny
S.S.S. advertised. One day I decided
There is always some person at one
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
to give this medicine a trial, and
It is
veins, pores and glands.
time or another who has printing to be
after using it for a short while I
here the impurities of the blood
betran to improve. Of course I condone and if the work is to be first
tinued S. S. S. and it cured me comare deposited, and the acrid
class the New Mexican job printing
pletely. Quite a while has elapsed
since I was cured and rhere has never
ROUND TRIP
matter causes irritation and incan fill the bill. Why get CIIfcAP
department
of
the
been the
indication
flammation which
or
first
that
isn't
of
the
trouble.
return
way,
class,
any
printing
splits
G. C. RECK.
RATES
breaks the thin, tissue-lik- e
since appearance today is of such imcuticle,
404 Freedom St., Alliance Ohio.
and the result is outwardly manportance?
I had a bad case of Eczema, it
ifested in Eczema, Tetter, Salt
TO ALL POINTS VIA
being- especially severe on my right
Foley's Kidney Remedy may be
Rheum, or some other disfigurhand. I was hardly able to use my
hand in my work. I tried a great
given to children with admirable re
ing or annoying eruptive disease.
to
relief,
many things in an effort
suits. It does away with bed wetting,
It can readily be seen that
but was unable to do so until I read
of S. S. S. and determined to
it a
auu la aisu icvjujumcuucu iui uoc
j
since Skin Diseases are the retrial. I used several bottles of this
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by
entrouble
the
and
it
cured
remedy
sult of bad blood, there can be
tirely. S.S.S. put my blood in fine
Effective June 2nd, 1910
Stripling Burrows Co.
condition and t my skin soft and
but one way to cure them
smooth. Though this was some time
there has ben no return of the
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
purify the blood.
Salves, ago
CHAS. J. WOLF, JR.
trouble.
90-Mo.
St.
Second
S.
are
Louis,
St.,
not
washes, lotions, etc.,
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
able to do so, because they do
four years I suffered severely
For
Palace.
BOSTON
not reach the blood.
Such with Weeping
$77.95
E?zema, located
F. C. Clark, Cody, Wyo.; F. H. Whitchiefly on the hands, both inside and
treatment is of no value except
as
as
far up
the
out, and extended
ing, Denver; F. L. Schott, St. Louis; CHICAGO
$50.35
wrists. I was under treatment most
for its ability to temporarily
all the time, but could get no relief.
Meyer Lewis, St. Louis; Gus Regain,
relieve itching and assist in keepOne or two of my physicians said it
San Francisco; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. DETROIT
$60.35
was as bad a case of Eczema as
ing the skin clean.
once
ever saw. I lost my iii.ger nails they
Schaefer, Washington, D. C.;' Edward
or twice as a result oi the disease,
HOT SPRINGS
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases
$44.60
A. Mann, Albuquerque.
and the itching, burning and pain
f every kind by neutralizing the
I experienced I cannot express to you
Claire.
CITY
KANSAS
$35.35
in words. I kept, my hands bandaged
acids and removing all humors
L. H. Darby, Mrs. R. L. Rogers,
all the while, but with only little
relief. As I said, becoming discourS. S. S. cools
from the blood.
C.
B. Stubblefleld, J. P.
Denver;
ST. LOUIS
$44 35
I was
aged, I gave up allS.treatment
the acid-heatLas Vegas; Mrs. George B.
S. S. advertised
circulation, builds
seeing
taking, and
began it as a last resort. A few botit up to its normal strength and
Barber and children, Lincoln; L. M. NF.W YORK
$75.15
tles convinced me that it was doing
n
i
a
me
and
nuI
and
continued
it,
its
Mclntyre, Stanley.
good
rich,
thickness, multiplies
short while I was entirely cured.
Gregg's.
tritious corpuscles, and adds to
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
MRS. CLARA HAHBKIGHT.
B. E. Simmons, Chicago; G. C. War
its purity in every way. Then the
1811 Penn St., Harrisburg, Pa.
mer, St. Louis; F. B. Harnby, H. S.
BETWEEN
skin, instead of being irritated and
j Faust,
W. A. Bibbeck, C. H. Stark- inflamed by sour impurities, is
m.
H
lee James
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood. frwa ner;1 Jr; th
ep
and therein lies its ability
S. S. S. is the greatest of all
leytRach; TLu"

El Paso, Bisbee,

Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CEiSTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern System

Bar-ickso- n,

ed

The Best Route

-

East or West

For Rites aDd full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

elXTkT

The troubl? cannot remain when the cause has
to cure skin dseases
It cures ers Las Cruces.
been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove the cause.
j Mariey Aibuquer-EczemSalt
blackheads,
etc., jqi,e; c A Robinson,
boils,,
Acne, Tetter,
Rheum, pimples,
w c.
n and all eruptions of the skin. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical Kein, Albuquerque; Denver;
r. j. waisni
advice free
THE SWTFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. Phoenix.

Paso Texas.

rr- -

in

.

Santa Fe

k El Paso

a,

Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.

Coronado.
P. J. Patterson, Stanley; Pedro Or- For information regarding freigh
$135,000 STADIUM. tiz y Pino, Galisteo; R. I. Zook, East
and passenger rates etc. Call
Lynne, Mo. ; ; J. F. Byrd, Buckman.
at city office, La ugh li n Block
Tacoma, the City of Destiny, Twenty
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
Years Ago as Small as Santa Fe,
or Phone 145.
sold on a guarantee that if you are
Sets the Pace.
s
not satined after using
of
Tacoma, Wash., June 7. Claiming a bottle according to directions, your
J. G. EADS,
the record of being the first public money will be refunded. It is up to
to
a
Sold
all
own
you
to
by
try.
school system in the world
druggists.
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
mammoth Grecian Stadium for its ath- letic events and outdoor gatherings,
the city of Tacoma, Wash., this
its acquisition with a two-dafestival in which 10,000 costumed
school children participated. Fifty
1
thousand persons attended the two-daevent, which culminated successfully.
Dug out of a verdant hillside which
slopes downward to the placid waters
of Commencement Bay, 154 feet above
high, tide and nestling at the base of
one of the finest high school buildings
in America, the Stadium is ideal in
every respect. From any part of the
vast amphitheatre a panoramic view
may be obtained of two snow-cappe- d
and
forest
of
virgin
ranges, stretches
- miles of the ocean tributary known as
Puget Sound. It is within five minutes' walk of the Northern Pacific railOneway
via
road tracks and situated in the heart
of the city.
On sale July 2nd. to 8th. 25th to 28th. Aug 30th to
Although constructed at a cost of
$135,000 raised by public subscription
Sept 7th. Sept. 24t. to 30th. Limit three months
and schol funds, the school departbut not to exceed Oi tober 31st, 1910
ment is free from debt now that the
Stadium is completed. Not only is the
structure valuable to the school department, but it is regarded as a valuable asset to the city of Tacoma. It
is just 53 years ago since the first
PORTLAND,
white man's cabin was erected here as
SHATTLE,
the nucleus of this city, "The City of
TACOMA,
Destiny," but at the recent federal
census enumeration. Tacoma was regVANCOUVER
istered with a population of 110,000.
& VICTORIA
seats of the new
The concrete-stee- l
6.42
31
tiers high, aggregate
Stadium,
On sale May 28ih to June 3rd, Jnly 9th to 16th. Limit
miles and afford seating capacity for
26,000 people. The structure is horse
as
above
shoe in shape with a 2,000 foot rewhich
taining wall at the open end,
overlooks the waters of the Sound. It
is 400 feet long, 390 feet wide at its
widest part and 250 feet at its narrow--est point. In building the seats alone
148 tons of structural steel was used
-and 180,000 cubic yards of earth had
deto be removed, although a natural
pression made the project comparatively easy. Spacious dressing rooms
are located under the seating space at
each end of the horse shoe and are
fitted up with 24 showers and all modern conveniences for athletic teams.
On sale daily after June 1st return limit Oct 31st 1910.
The drainage facilities of the 2
field are excellent and 10,000
feet of tiling used for this purOther Califorrid Excursions run daily June 1st, to Sept.
pose makes it possible to drain the
30th. Ht slightly higher farts than quoted above.
big field in one hour. A five-lathe
rurinine track runs around
Santa Fe- Call on or address jj, jj,
Agent,
outer endge of the field and two 20- foot stairways connect the Stadium
with the high school grounds.
I

PUBLIC SCHOOL WITH

BASEBALL.
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HOW THEY STAND.

GRADE'S

j
I

FISHINO RATtS

Embudo
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Chama

$2.65

"

4.55

"

6.30

"

9.50

and 10.70
WagonWheel Gap, etur

Best Trout

FISHING
In the World

AGENT.

OUr
i

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig get
ting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be g'.ad to serve you in any
One
way in which a rig is required.
is
unusual feature of our business
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
St as an illustration of the many serv-(- '
we stand ready to render.

25

15

2G

1G

.625
.619

Pittsburg

19

18

.514

Detroit

Tickets at Union Depot.
F. H. McBRIDE,

Chicago
New York

.613
20
19
Cincinnati
21
22
St. Louis
.488;
20
23
)465
Brooklyn
.421
16
22
Philadelphia
15
.357
27
Boston
American League.
Won Lost Per v.
27
.711
11
New York
26
.667
13
Philadelphia

FROM SANTA FE TO
and return

National League.
Won. Lost Per Ct.

28
22
16
17
13

16

.636
.550
.457
.405
.361
.200

18
Boston
19
Cleveland
25
Washington
23
Chicago
8
St. Louis
32
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Pittsburg at Boston.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
American League.
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Boston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg 3; Boston 1.
Philadelphia 1; Chicago 0.
St. Louis 5; New York 4.
Brooklyn 10; Cleveland 0.
American League.
Detroit 1; Washington 2.
New York 4; St. Louis 0.
Cleveland 6; Philadelphia 4.
Boston 7; Chicago 6.
Western League.
Omaha 9; Lincoln 2.
Des Moines 7; Sioux City 1.
St. Joseph 7; Denver 2.
Pacific Coast League.
Portland 7 ; Los Angeles 1 .
Oakland 5; San Francisco 0.
American Association.
Milwaukee 8; Louisville 5.
Kansas City 4; Columbus (!.
St. Paul 5; Toledo 1.
Minneapolis 6; Indianapolis
Southern League.
Atlanta 5; Montgomery 4.
Nashville 6; New Orleans :i
Chattanooga 0; Birmingham
Memphis 1; Mobile 3.

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 mm- shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the utes sure with cne of Dr. Shoop's Pain
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses Tablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Drugand skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
gist about this formula! Stop womanguaranteed.
ly pains, headache, pains anywhere.
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis., for free
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
Jalins Mnralter, Tailor
trial to prove value Sold by Stripling
tiC San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues- - Burrows Co.

two-third-

j

week-dedicate-d

y

lumm

y

835

xcursions

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

-

-

San Francisco
Portland or Seattle

$35.20
45.20
60.90

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

TO THE EAST and RETURN

Chicago
St. Louis
Denver
Colorado Springs
Pueblo
----

lin-ex-

p

t.

$50.35
44.35

21.10
18.15
16.35
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(Continued From Page Two.)
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friends
Palace avenue.
Five Cases of Smallpox at Juarez
Fivi eases of smallpox are confined in
the pes! bouse at Juarez, across the
Rio Grande from El Paso.
Arrested for Wife Beating Carlos
Lopez was arrested at Albuquerque
yesterday on the charge of wife beat-

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to Ciiifomia F'ruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago III., aid get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
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Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ict, th e
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LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES
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SALE
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have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

n

mine run coal

YRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
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Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
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bLAhb CORRICK'S HACK LINE Zg& ODORE
Prop
Baggies and Saddle Horses

HACK SERVICE
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To Young Men Who

are

About

to Graduate.
You don't

graduate very often in tms
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
For these reasons you want to be
especially wel! dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
.rour friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're,
stylish and they fit right.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for- young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, se'f striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.
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